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under the plenary powers, and that the decision so taken, being the decision

of the International Commission, is truly recorded in the present Opinion

No. 670.

W. E. CHINA
Acting Secretary

International Commission on

Zoological Nomenclature

London
12 November 1962

REPLY TO THE COMMENTBY H. LEMCHEAND R. H. PARKERON
THE PROPOSEDSTABILISATION OF THE GENERIC NAME GARI

SCHUMACHER,1817. Z.N.(S.) 1461

By L. R. Cox (British Museum (Natural History), London)

It is evident from a remark in their " Comment " (1962, Bull. zool. Nomencl.

19 : 376) that Drs. Lemche and Parker have misimderstood my reference to a
" lectotype " in a letter to them. The reason must be that they have overlooked

my supplementary note (1961, ibid. 18 : 226) to the original petition. In that note

I designated, as lectotype of the nominal species Gari vulgaris Schumacher, the

original of Chemnitz's pi. 10, fig. 92. This action was necessary because, although

the inclusion of Tellina gari Linnaeus in Schtimacher's sjmonymy of Qari vulgaris

rendered the latter the type species of Gari, this did not mean that the type

specimen of Tellina gari became that of Gari vulgaris. I endeavoured, however,

to choose as lectotjrpe of Gari vulgaris a specimen belonging to the same zoological

species as myproposed neotype of Tellina gari.

My decision that Chemnitz's pi. 10, fig. 92, could be taken to represent the

typical Tellina gari was largely based on the fact that, as explained by Chemnitz

(1782) in his text, the figured specimen was supplied by Spengler from his own
collection as an authentic example of the Linnean species. Drs. Lemche and
Parker argue that 16 years later (1798) Spengler excluded fig. 92 from fiu-ther

consideration as the forma typica of the species by referring to it as the
" artsforandring "6. As I interpret Spengler's meaning, however, Chemnitz's

fig. 93, cited on the previous page, represented an " artsforandring " a, and I

suggest that " artsforandring " merely meant " variety ". Thus a and b were

regarded as two varieties of Tellina gari and neither was considered the more
typical. It would in any case be expected that in 1782, only four years after the

death of Linnaeus, Spengler would have remembered more about the identity of

that worker's species than 16 years later.

Drs. Lemche and Parker suggest that Schumacher's figured specimen of Gari

vulgaris was the actual one represented in Chemnitz's fig. 93, which they re-figure

as their proposed neotype of Tellina gari. As the hinge teeth represented in

Schumacher's figures are about three times the size of those of Chemnitz's specimen

or any of the examples of its species (Gari amethystus (Wood)) that I have examined,

I am not convinced by this suggestion.


